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Introduction
The Grove Medical Practice has a long and proud history of innovative medical care dating back over
100 years. This past centenary year has been no exception as we have re-branded the practice to
link in with our exciting new wellness project and launched our new ‘Go Grove’ website which offers
encouragement and support for patients who want to make changes towards an active lifestyle.  In
addition we developed a range of online services (including booking appointments and ordering
repeat prescriptions) in response to last year’s patient survey.

Our History
The Practice was founded in 1912 by Dr Alderson who ran a ‘panel’ under the 1911 ‘National
Insurance Act ’ at 350 Shirley Road, Southampton. That was the year the Titanic sank and many of
the crew lived within a mile of the surgery so the effect of their loss on the community must have
been profound. There is more information about our history on our Facebook page.

In 1978 the practice moved to the newly built Shirley Health Centre, just 100 yards from our previous
home.

The care of our patients is a team effort with domestic, admin, reception, nursing and medical staff
all playing a vital role. At present we have 7 partners but as an approved training practice, with a long
history of equipping the next generation of doctors, we are delighted to have registrars and medical
students join us. (Over the past 40 years we have trained over 50 registrars.)

Patient Participation DES
We are constantly trying to improve our services and more importantly the health outcomes for our
patients.

In order to ensure our patients views are fully represented in the development of our services we
have set up two representative bodies:

 Patient Participation Group (PPG) This currently has 7 patient members and meets
quarterly

 Patient Representative Group (PRG) over 1000 patient members who have agreed to take
part in on-line surveys

This year the practice once again participated in the Patient Participation Directed Enhanced Service
(DES), a two-year DES issued in April 2011.  The purpose of the Patient Participation DES is to ensure
that patients are involved in decisions about the range and quality of services provided and, over
time, commissioned by their practice.

There are six key steps to implementing the Patient Participation DES:

Step 1: Develop a structure that gains the views of patients and enables the practice to obtain
feedback from the practice population, eg a PRG.

Step 2:  Agree areas of priority with the PRG

Step 3:  Collate patient views through the use of a survey

Step 4:  Provide the PRG with opportunity to discuss survey findings and reach agreement with
the practice on changes to services

Step 5:  Agree an action plan with the PRG and seek PRG agreement to implementing changes

Step 6: Publicize the actions taken and subsequent achievement
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1. Our structure of representation

Profile of practice

Our practice list size is currently 10200 and rising

The Age/Sex distribution of our patient population is as follows

Age Sex

Language

We have been recording the first language of new patients registering with the practice since
2003. At present our patients speak 26 languages. Although most patients speak English, we
have a sizeable minority of Polish speaking patients who have registered. In the past 10 years
the figures are as follows:

 English (74%)
 Polish (18%)
 Portuguese, French, Punjabi, Russian, Spanish (all around 1% with the other 19 languages

spoken by a very small minority).
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Key Morbidity Indicators

Our patients differ from local and national averages in a number of significant areas.

For example we have the highest recorded incidence of obesity in Southampton, with 16.2 % of
patients having a BMI greater than 30. This has been one of the factors that has driven our
healthy active lifestyle approach.

Click on link for further information of the Health Profile of Southampton

Representation

Over the past 18 months we have worked hard to ensure that the PRG is representative of our
registered patients by publicising the details of the group in the following ways

 posters displayed in our waiting room written in English and Polish
 announcements on the waiting room PowerPoint screen in English and Polish
 information on the Grove website
 invitations to join the group given at our Flu vaccination clinics
 information linked to our self BP check service
 a checkbox option linked to registering for on-line prescriptions and appointments
 alongside details of the group we have offered easy sign-up options in writing and on on-

line.

Furthermore we have tried to identify gaps in representation (eg younger patients and Polish
speakers) and set up initiatives to attract their involvement (e.g. Facebook, Polish notices etc)

Profile of patient participation groups (PPG and PRG groups)

The following data shows how effective we have been in getting a representative sample of
patients.

Patient Participation Group

We have a fantastic PPG comprising 7 patient members. It meets quarterly in the Health Centre
to offer the Practice support and advice. The Group had its first meeting in July 2011.  Members
of the group were made aware of the opportunities to assist the practice by word of mouth
during consultations, the waiting room PowerPoint presentation, posters in Reception, through
the website www.gogrove.co.uk and by direct invitation.  Because of the large number of Polish
speaking patients we have publicised the opportunity to serve in both English and Polish. The
group meets in the evening to make it easier for those in employment to attend.  The agenda is
set by the patient appointed chairman of the group and the dates and times are agreed by the
group.

The age / sex demographics of the PPG is as follows

 Female: 3 (TH, MR, FW)
 Male:  4 (RS, LG, PW, PB,
 Ages: 30 - 44 x2, 45 - 60’s x 1, 60 +4
 Disability: One wheelchair user
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The group would like to grow slightly in size with an optimum number of 7-10 patients to
maintain the sense of participation. We are actively trying to recruit younger patients and those
from the Polish speaking community who account for approximately 10% of the practice
population.

The quarterly meetings are highly collaborative ventures and are chaired by a patient with 3 or 4
members of the practice attending to try and answer questions and be part of the discussion.
The meetings are lively and fun and we are privileged to have a group of patients who are
supportive and committed to help us get even better.  They offer their advice on a wide range of
issues including suggesting the key questions to be asked in our annual survey to our larger
Patient Representative Group.

Patient Representative Group

This is a second patient group which is comprised of about 1000 patients (10 % of our practice
population).  They are patients who have kindly agreed to take part in on-line surveys to give us
feedback on how we are doing. : This virtual group of 998 patients has been assembled over 18
months through posters in English and Polish, signup sheets in the surgery, Powerpoint
presentations in the waiting room, Web based invitations on the www.gogrove.co.uk web site
and all QOF & Flu vac invites.

Comparative demographics of Practice, PRG and Survey respondents

The survey bias towards older patients probably reflects the increased use of medical practice
by this group of patients.  However we are trying to get a more representative response by
developing a Facebook site and Twitter accounts.

Sex distribution

Gender Number %
Male 88 48%
Female 96 52%

0.0%
5.0%

10.0%
15.0%
20.0%
25.0%
30.0%
35.0%
40.0%

Practice Population
(10,000)
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Ethnicity

We decided to use an individual’s self-definition of their ethnic group rather than the current
ONS ethnicity codes for a number of reasons.

 The purpose of the questionnaire was to give the practice useful information to improve
patient care – not to provide comparative data with other practices

 We are aware of the debate that the ONS ethnicity codes are perceived by some as a
modern day apartheid.

 We know our patient group well – and wanted to see if it was possible to gain extra
information about our patients from European accession countries

 We took advice from an expert in race relationships

Results of ethnicity question (where answered)

Self-declared ethnicity Number %
White British 146 79.3
British (Nil else

stated)
17 9.2

Undeclared 9 4.9
Eastern European 4 2.2
Black 3 1.6
Asian 2 1.1
Southern European 1 0.5
African 1 0.5
Klingon 1 0.5
Total 184 100

2. Areas we surveyed and why we chose them
Our PPG helped us formulate our strategy.

Discussions were held with our Patient Participation Group on 21 June 2012, 20 September 2012
and 13 December 2012 to help determine the key areas to be surveyed. They suggested issues
they thought were priorities for  our patients and in addition we consulted previous surveys,
reviewed patient comments and complaints (both in writing and from the website) and asked
staff and doctors about the comments patients made to them regarding our service.

Interestingly the PPG group felt the Guidance for the PPG-DES Survey was somewhat counter-
productive and recorded in a minute from their discussion of 20/9/2012

“Concerning the proposed survey, the PPG felt that it was just a bureaucratic exercise,
covering a wide range of topics and it would be more useful to have a more focused survey.”

After listening to the PPG’s comments regarding a simple narrow survey we understood their
reasoning. However we feared that taking their advice might jeopardize our payment for the
PPG-DES and thus together we decided to keep the survey broader than they wished even if this
meant that the response rate dropped.

In deciding our priorities particular attention given to the identification of the following:

 Patient’s priorities and issues
 Practice priorities and issues including themes from compliments and complaints
 Planned practice changes
 Potential Care Quality Commission (CQC) related issues
 National GP survey issues
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modern day apartheid.

 We know our patient group well – and wanted to see if it was possible to gain extra
information about our patients from European accession countries

 We took advice from an expert in race relationships

Results of ethnicity question (where answered)

Self-declared ethnicity Number %
White British 146 79.3
British (Nil else

stated)
17 9.2

Undeclared 9 4.9
Eastern European 4 2.2
Black 3 1.6
Asian 2 1.1
Southern European 1 0.5
African 1 0.5
Klingon 1 0.5
Total 184 100

2. Areas we surveyed and why we chose them
Our PPG helped us formulate our strategy.

Discussions were held with our Patient Participation Group on 21 June 2012, 20 September 2012
and 13 December 2012 to help determine the key areas to be surveyed. They suggested issues
they thought were priorities for  our patients and in addition we consulted previous surveys,
reviewed patient comments and complaints (both in writing and from the website) and asked
staff and doctors about the comments patients made to them regarding our service.

Interestingly the PPG group felt the Guidance for the PPG-DES Survey was somewhat counter-
productive and recorded in a minute from their discussion of 20/9/2012

“Concerning the proposed survey, the PPG felt that it was just a bureaucratic exercise,
covering a wide range of topics and it would be more useful to have a more focused survey.”

After listening to the PPG’s comments regarding a simple narrow survey we understood their
reasoning. However we feared that taking their advice might jeopardize our payment for the
PPG-DES and thus together we decided to keep the survey broader than they wished even if this
meant that the response rate dropped.

In deciding our priorities particular attention given to the identification of the following:

 Patient’s priorities and issues
 Practice priorities and issues including themes from compliments and complaints
 Planned practice changes
 Potential Care Quality Commission (CQC) related issues
 National GP survey issues
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3. Summary of our patient views and how we obtained them
In order to get a broad sweep of opinion we decided to once again use the PRG group who had
agreed to be surveyed. The survey was developed in house by a team in the practice and then
published using ‘Survey Gizmo’.  We chose this survey engine because of its secure site and
advanced analysis and advanced reporting facilities.  The survey included a mix of multiple
choice questions and free text answers.

The draft survey was tested on the PPG, the Partners and a number of staff to elicit feedback
and improvements and check that the reports were useful (7/12/2012)

After improving the survey further just over 1000 invitations were sent out on 14/12/2012. In
addition notices were also placed on the Waiting Room display and Web site inviting
participation.

We received over 200 responses (20% response rate) – of which 184 were complete (18.4%.)  To
encourage completion of the survey we gave participants the opportunity to enter a separate
free prize draw with the chance of winning a set of scales and body fat analyzer.

Raw Data

The results from the survey were enlightening. Some came in the form of responses to survey
questions that were easily analysed (a graphical summary is included below) but we had
deliberately given space for free text comments and there was much to be learned from them.
These are also included at length in this report and grouped according to themes

Graphical summary of findings
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Question Importance to
you?

How are we
doing?

Gap Analysis

Ease of making your appointment 3.8 2.7 -1.1
Having enough time with the doctor or nurse 3.7 3.3 -0.4
Length of time you have to wait before being
called for your appointment 3.2 2.8 -0.4
How well the doctor or nurse l istens to you and
addresses your concerns 3.9 3.5 -0.4
Friendliness of our reception staff 3.5 3.1 -0.4
Quality of service we provide 3.6 3.4 -0.2
Friendliness of the doctor or nurse 3.8 3.6 -0.2
Whether you leave better equipped to l ive a
healthy l ife

3.3 3.1 -0.2
Easy availabil ity of information about the
services we provide 3.1 3 -0.1
Your waiting room experience 2.8 2.9 0.1
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Summary of free text comments from the survey

Key points

 Patients appreciate friendly, professional, personalised care and health advice and would
welcome regular health checks

 there is frustration over the booking of appointments, due to two things
 the telephone system
 lack of appointments / poor availability of doctors and nurses

 patients would like clear, consistent information in a variety of formats – website, leaflets,
screen in waiting area, signs, face to face – and feedback from tests and enquiries

 waiting times are too long and many of the issues about the waiting experience would be
resolved if appointments ran to time

Patients’ comments in more detail...

Things patients like...

 large % appreciate the friendliness and helpfulness of staff and doctors (There were very
many lovely comments made about the service in general and the doctors, nurses and
reception staff in particular. They were greatly appreciated! Thanksyou!)

 willingness to listen to patients
 efficient and professional
 accessible, local, convenient, bright, airy, spacious, clean
 range of specialisms
 longstanding patients
 able to see a doctor when necessary
 forward looking

Other comments...

Website

 Recognition that it’s early days and general sense that it will be a good tool when it’s more
reliable

 Teething troubles – eg passwords not issued, inability to book appointments, repeat
prescriptions not available for collection

 request facility for booking appointments with nurse

Help staying well...

 Checkups would be welcome and then targeted advice about specific individual issues
 feedback is important (eg I already have the annual hypertension clinic, but there is no

feedback and no response to my messages enquiring how I am doing)
 I am 67 years old and keep getting letters regarding going for health checks in the

Southampton area for a fee. This annoys me because I feel that my medical practice should
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be offering these checks. How did these private companies get my address to offer me these
tests? How would I know if I had say an embolism as it’s not a regular test as I understand?

Appointment system

 frustration about not being able to see own doctor quickly
 lack of information about how the system works - booking appointments, double

appointments, extended hours, online service

Ease of using phone system

 difficult at certain times and certain days
 frustration at automated phone system
o always engaged!
o I dread ringing this practice - feel I will be going round in circles
o too difficult to speak to a person (although some were glad not to need to speak to

anyone!)
o prefer to either book appointments in person or speak to a person to make one. Used

telephone automatic booking service once, cost me a £5 in calls as went round and round
in circles as it wanted the telephone number I'd registered with - this could have been a
mobile, home #, work # !!! Ever since have avoided telephone automatic booking system
as was worse system I'd ever used.

o often the automated system just goes round in circles, press no buttons and still don't get
to talk to a receptionist. Very annoying and time wasting.

o automated phone system sometimes just hangs up on you when not able to connect you
o It would seem that the appt system is no longer available by phone any more only the

rapid access same day clinic. I found the former to be very useful.
o The phone rings and rings with no answer, I have to try 5 or 6 times to get through on

most occasions.
o Appointments line rarely answered. Recent request from Olga to ring practice to fix

appointment..tried for 3 days to arrange but gave up as despite ringing numerous times
throughout day and phone ringing solidly no one person bothered to pick up.25 calls
made over 3 day period during my working day..unacceptable practice. Recent visit to
practice accompanying elderly mother.. new staff member on desk having difficulty with
computer system..being supervised by 5 staff members all having input ..desk phone,
assumed appointments line ,ringing on desk for 35 minutes solidly..no member of staff
answered phone all choosing to ignore it. I am afraid this is all too indicative of the
attitudes of reception staff at the practice in my experience and would not be tolerated
within any other industry.

o Several times I simply give up as it takes so long for someone to answer or to get through
the automated system. Sometimes I walk to the surgery so I can speak to a receptionist
because it is quicker and less stressful than trying to phone, even when I am feeling
physically unwell and have to drag myself out of bed to do so. And I don’t live next door.

 However some had ‘no problems’
 appreciation of online booking but this needs to be advertised more widely
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Telephone appointments (“Would you like to be able to make a telephone appointment?”)

 some people didn’t understand the Q
 recognition that a scheduled telephone appointment is convenient and quick for both doctor

and patient but some anxiety about it replacing a face to face consultation when that’s
what’s wanted/needed

Suggested improvements

Appointments

o Appointment availability and ease of booking
o Get the doctors to read the patient notes before calling the patient in
o More availability for routine blood tests - mornings only can cause conflicts with

work
o help to decide which doctor to see ( ie when they are available , and what they are

specialised in)
o Ensuring that the doctors have consistency when dealing with diagnosis/treatment,

especially since the current system does not always allow you to see the same
doctor. I have been told different things by different doctors which have affected my
illness

o I know it would be difficult but would like to have a little longer with the doc if
necessary without worrying about the next appointment waiting.

o Not to have to keep asking for repeat prescriptions so often when the condition is
obviously long term and the pills are necessary

Staff training

o Friendliness of reception staff
o Receptionists training in customer care
o Reception staff need to be made aware that they are front line customer service

representatives; the person on the desk should not answer the telephone as it
creates a poor first impression. There are plenty of people behind the scenes
wandering hither and thither who could take responsibility for the telephone, leaving
the receptionist free to deal only with those arriving and leaving the practice.

o Although you have many patients to deal with, it would be nice if you could treat
people as individuals more and not just items to be processed.

o training of new doctors on mental health as I believe the practice has quite a few and
on one appointment I was made to feel a nuisance.

o link between the midwifes and the practice needs urgent attention, my experience
with this was appalling this year and made my first pregnancy often quite stressful
trying to arrange appointments with the midwife when the reception team here kept
saying they're nothing to do with us, well sorry but midwifes are an important part of
the healthcare of women at the surgery so I think they are something to do with you!
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Appointment system

o Play some proper music on telephone system while calls are on hold
o Saturday mornings to collect prescriptions or to match the chemist opening hours
o many other issues raised in the section on the system (see above)

Facilities

Waiting Room Experience
o Appearance of waiting room and general cleanliness of whole building
o The waiting room is like a railway station, don't like it at all
o I preferred it when the chairs were put out in an informal friendly manner than in the

regimented rows currently used.
o Reduce contact with sick patients
Practical ideas

 To put soothing background music on for people to listen to while they wait.
This could also be used as therapy to relax people

 Fix the wall mounted scales for measuring height. My guess is that they are
all in error after fitting new floors. My height has once been recorded as
1.65m despite me knowing it is 1.72m. This results in all your data on BMI for
the population at the Grove being wrong

 don't like screen check in - appreciate the time saving but consider it to be a
vehicle for spreading germs as one doesn't know how clean the fingers of the
previous patient were. Would suggest that anti-bac hand gel is placed on
shelf below with a notice to ask people to use before and after touching the
screen.

 I am hard of hearing and not all requests to go to your doctor or nurse
appear on the display and I do not always respond to the request to go to
the surgery as I miss it because I do not hear the personal call.

 Patients who need to answer/fill out lengthy forms, be attended to away
from reception counter. Thus avoiding congestion and lengthy waits in this
area.

 Move the repeat prescriptions back to the main desk rather than being open
sometimes and not others on the other side of the room. It’s a long way for
the elderly and disabled to struggle past patients to drop off their
prescription

 Site of prescription desk. Seems bad that the only route to place and
sometimes collect the prescription- Is that you have to walk amongst all
those patients, many with coughs colds etc in the waiting area.

 Some doctors have to come to waiting room to call next patient. All next
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 Blood pressure and weight machine to be within sight of the board that
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be called

 A really little thing....sometimes when I wait I just want to pick up a magazine
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 More magazines for men
 Maybe a TV to pass the time when waiting
 The waiting room experience!! I can only ever find ladies mags and the TV

screen could be better utilized to show items of a health related theme!!
 more distractions in the waiting area BBC news - or a concert alking machine

-chest expanders etc - [hint at exercise-free talk with trainer from the local
gym - male n female just 5 mins or so]

 coffee service!
Exterior
o Good car parking but poor facilities for cyclists – ‘Can these be improved?’
o Messy: Cut down all the Hedge to each side of the plot.
o Make more gated entry points with easy Wheel Chair Access
o Why do you need to keep changing name and logo? How much money goes into that

instead of care? How much did the TV screen cost in the waiting area for messages?
What care could that have bought? I can see that the way the doctor calls you with
the beeping machine is effective, but you do end up feeling like one of Pavlov's dogs!

Health issues

o offer a Blood Donor slot
o health checks and advice for people who do not come to see the doctor very often

should be offered
o I would like the practice to be more proactive in supporting preventive services

Communication

o Waiting times

 If a Dr or nurse has a problem causing delays then let the patients know
 timekeeping - ie being seen promptly!
 Knowing how long you are likely to wait in the waiting area
 It would be good to have a board with rough delays of drs / nurses so that

patients are aware how long they could be waiting for. May reduce some
client complaining to reception staff

 The ability to keep to time. Last time I went, my appointment was running 45
mins late. When you have to leave work to see the doctor, it's very
important to have the appointment on time. If I had to pay £10 to see the
doctor on time, I would happily pay.

 Length of time before being able to see a doctor or nurse. I saw my doctor
on 26th November and was told I needed an appointment with the nurse.
The first available appointment was 27th December. That is very poor.

o Information and Advice

 Provide feedback for such things as annual checkup results
 Perhaps more updates on your video screens.
 Accuracy of information from all (about referrals for instance - I got

conflicting messages)
 information about services – eg extended hours, website – more readily

available (see sections above)
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o Signing

 A clearer signing of where each doctor or nurse is so that you can easily
know which room they are in, or get them to come out when you are called.
It can be very confusing.

 Clearer direction indicators towards the various doctors' and nurses'
consulting rooms. This would be beneficial to non-regular visitors.

 I am never advised where my appointment room is and get lost looking for it

4. Feedback and discussion
The results of the survey were collated and analyzed by the practice. Having done this:

 A summary of the results and the free text comments were displayed on a six foot tall
‘Doodleboard” in the staff coffee room with space for staff to respond.

 The results were circulated and discussed at a one hour staff meeting attended by 5 GP’s, 2
nurses, 3 admin staff and the senior receptionist to try and figure out how we can best
respond to the survey findings. (13/1/20130)

 The data was circulated to the PPG with a summary of findings for their comments
 These consultation exercises resulted in a mutually agreed action plan. Having agreed the 21

priorities a draft report was circulated to those who had taken part in the original survey
with an invitation to comment.   (18/1/2013).

These 21 priorities were then put into another survey and sent to the PPG and 1000 patients of
the PRG for their feedback .  This time we used a simplified graphical format – but again included
space for free text. eg Extract from second survey...

This simplified approach elicited a significantly better response rate than the first survey with
over 300 people taking part.  There was overwhelming approval of the actions we were
suggesting with a 95% approval rate of all bar one. The exception was developing a Facebook and
Twitter account with only 75% approval. (This is probably not surprising in that our target group
in developing social media sites are those who are currently not engaging with our existing
means of communication.)
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5. Agreed action plan
With such a ringing endorsement of out plans there were no modifications arising from the final
feedback from the PRG or PPG.  A final summary of the process and actions was compiled in mid
February and for us to complete the actions arising from the survey.

Telephone system
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You wanted us to make it easier to
speak to a receptionist

We have employed 2 extra
members of reception staff (30 Jan
2013)

It is now easier to talk to a
receptionist

Some patients found it difficult to
get through to the practice on the
phone

We analysed our peak demand
times and published them on the
grove website  (14 Jan 2013)

Patients can choose quiet times to
call

You said... It was sometimes
difficult to get through to the
practice on the phone

We have agreed to increase the
number of telephone lines if the
increased number of receptionists
doesn’t improve the problem

Patients are less likely to get an
engaged line

You said you wanted to be able to
book a telephone consultation

We have created bookable
telephone  consultations (Feb
2013)

Patients have a choice of face to
face or telephone consultations

You said... You were sometimes
frustrated with the automatic
phone system because you were
unable to make the appointment
you wanted to make

We have rationalised the booking
system.  The phone system can
now be used to book urgent same
day appointments. The new on-
line booking system can be used to
make appointments up to 8 weeks
in advance with many more
options.

The system is more intuitive and
patients have more chance to do
what they want to do with the
phone system

Reception & Waiting room
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You said... the friendliness of the
reception staff was very important
to you

We have continued to invest in
reception training and stress the
importance of all staff having
friendly helpful attitude. In
addition the extra 2 receptionists
will help ease the pressure on our
front line staff (Jan 2013)

We are continuing to be proud of
our receptionists

You said... You were concerned
that the touch screen check-in
terminal could harbour germs

We have provided alcohol gel close
to the check-in terminal which is
now regularly sanitised (12 Jan
2013)

The waiting room is more hygienic

You said... You understood that a
wait was sometimes inevitable but
thought you were sometimes left
in the dark about what was
happening

We recognise this is a frustration
but sometimes unavoidable.  We
have included waiting time
information on non-urgent
appointments (Feb 2013)

Hopefully patients will find this
information helps the waiting
expereince

You said...You would like us to
improve your waiting room
experience

We have asked the Grove Patient
Participation group to give us
advice (Jan 2013) Meetings held
(1st March, 20th March 2013)

We are implementing a number of
key recommendations and
investigating others
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Your appointment
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You said... You were not always
sure about which doctor or nurse
to see with your problem

We have given receptionists more
training and updated information
on the website and easier
availability of telephone
consultations

Patients are better equipped to
see the appropriate doctor or
nurse

You said...  it was very important
that the doctor or nurse addresses
your concerns

We have designed two cards for
optional use – one to help you
prepare for your appointment and
the other to help you remember
what was said (To be rolled out in
April 13)

Patients are even more likely to
have their concerns fully
addressed

Appointments & Services
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You said... You thought the waiting
times were sometimes too long

We recognise this is a frustration
but sometimes unavoidable.
However we have lengthened
some appointments and added in
catch up slots (Feb 13)

We are hoping this will result in
shorter waiting times

You said... You asked us to
improve the quality of information
about the services we provide so
patients are better informed about
the facility to book appointments
and order prescriptions on-line

We have updated our website to
give up to date high quality
information We have updated
waiting room presentations and
our new patient welcome packs
(Jan 2013)

The Grove website now gives
excellent information about the
services we provide

You said... You would like us to do
more to publicise our extended
hours service

We have updated our information
in the waiting room and website
especially for those who want
routine appointments before or
after work (Jan 2013)

Patients are now better informed
about our extended hours

Healthy living
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You would like to be able to have a
free health check

We now invite patients between
40 and 74 for free health checks

Patients can book  a free health
check

You said... You would like better
feedback on your key health
indicators that will enable you to
live a healthy life

We have designed a leaflet that
links with a health check and have
increased the range of information
on our web site

Patients have better information
to manage their health

Website and Facebook
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You said... You wanted us to
improve the quality of information
about the services we provide

We will continue to update our
website to give up to date high
quality information. The Waiting
room team is also investigating a
new approach in the waiting room

Patients are better informed about
our website

You said... You wanted to use the
website to book directly with the
nurse

We think this is a great idea and
have investigated this. Sadly it is
not practical at present because it
makes the system too complex

We are still investigating ways to
simplify booking with a nurse on-
line

You said... you thought it was We have set up a Facebook site Patients have access to
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We will continue to update our
website to give up to date high
quality information. The Waiting
room team is also investigating a
new approach in the waiting room

Patients are better informed about
our website

You said... You wanted to use the
website to book directly with the
nurse

We think this is a great idea and
have investigated this. Sadly it is
not practical at present because it
makes the system too complex

We are still investigating ways to
simplify booking with a nurse on-
line

You said... you thought it was We have set up a Facebook site Patients have access to
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worth  invest in a Facebook site and Twitter accounts with regular
updates to try to appeal to
younger patients (Jan 2013)

information via the Grove
Facebook site

You wanted to receive an email
confirming your compliments,
complaints and suggestions

We have set up a system to
confirm your compliments,
complaints and suggestions (5 Jan
2013)

Patients know their messages are
being received and acted on

Shirley Health Centre
You said... We did... The outcome was...
You said... You thought the Health
Centre was scruffy and wanted the
hedges cut down

Sent numerous emails and
complaints to the landlords
requesting urgent attention

The hedges have finally been cut
down and replaced with a fence
and soft planting...

You said... You would like better
pedestrian access to the Health
Centre for wheelchair users..

Sent numerous emails and
complaints to the landlords
requesting urgent attention

Pedestrian access is easier

You said... You would like us to
pay more attention to the internal
appearance of the Health Centre

We have begun a process of
improved signage and have
organised an annual ’skip’ day to
de-junk the building.

The Health Centre looks tidier and
more professional

6. How we publicised our plans and reported on our achievements
To communicate our achievements this report was compiled and published. It was put on the
Grove Practice Website with a link from the home page and hard copies made available in the
Health Centre.

In addition the 1000 members of the PRG were sent a link to the summary document.
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Supporting information

Initial email invitation

Welcome to our Patient Survey

December 2012

Dear Patient

Thank you for the trust you place in us. It is a privilege to care for patients like you. We
work really hard to provide the best care we can, but we know we are not perfect and
would love your help to get even better.

If you can spare the time we would appreciate your help in filling in a short survey. It is
designed to help us identify what we are doing well and where we can improve.

It should only take about 8-10 minutes and when you get to the end you will have the
option of entering your name and email address for a prize draw. The prize this time is a
set of Omron Body Fat and Composition Bathroom scales - ideal to help you get back into
shape after the Festive season! (To enter the prize draw you will be taken to a separate
page on the Grove website thus ensuring the survey responses and the prize draw are
separated.)

Dr Peter Short
(on behalf of the Partners)

Reminder emails

As above (sent out at 5 and 10 days after initial email to non-responders
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Thank you email

Thank you for taking our survey.  Your response is very important to us and will help us a
great deal.

Once we have had a chance to examine all the feedback we receive will let you know of
the suggested developments so you have a chance to comment.

Wishing you a very Happy Christmas and a Healthy New Year!

PS - Good luck with the Prize Draw

www.gogrove.co.uk
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The Grove Medical Practice Opening Hours

Surgery Hours

Our opening hours
8:00 am until 6:30 pm Monday to Friday.
We do not open on Bank Holidays.

Extended opening hours
We offer extended opening hours for those who commute or work shifts as follows
Monday 6:30-8:00 pm, Tuesday 7:00-8:00 am (if no Saturday surgery that week) Saturday
mornings 7:30-10:00 am (twice a month)

Minor injury Unit and Walk-In Centre
Southampton's Minor Injury Unit and Walk-in Centre are open 365 days a year and provide
treatment for less serious injuries, such as sprains, cuts and grazes. Many people go to Accident
and Emergency (A&E) with minor injuries, when they could be usually treated much more quickly
at a minor injuries unit or walk-in centre.
Southampton's Walk-in Centre is based at Bitterne Health Centre, while a Minor Injuries Unit is
available in the Fanshawe Wing of the RSH Hospital.

Bitterne Walk-in Centre's (Commercial Street, SO18 6BT (023 8042 6356) opening times will be
limited to Monday-Friday 6.30pm-10.30pm, Saturday, Sunday and Bank Holidays 8.30am-10pm.
The last patient on each day will be booked in at 9.30pm

Out of hours care
When we are closed and you have an urgent problem which can’t wait until we are open call 111.
The service operates Monday to Thursday 6.30pm-8am and from 6.30pm Friday until 8am
Monday morning. The service is also available on Bank Holidays.

Contact numbers
Medical emergencies: 999
Urgent appointments and General enquiries: 023 8078 3611
Appointments line: 023 8078 8500
Out of hours service: 111
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